The infralimbic cortex (IL) is known to facilitate the formation of extinction memory through reciprocal interactions with the amygdala, which produces fear responses such as freezing. Thus, whether presynaptic input from the amygdala and post-synaptic output of IL neurons are functionally dissociated in extinction memory formation remains unclear. Here, we demonstrated that photostimulation of IL inputs from BLA did not change freezing responses to conditioned stimuli (CS) during training, but did facilitate extinction memory, measured as a reduction in freezing responses to the CS 1 day later. On the other hand, photostimulation of somata of IL neurons induced an immediate reduction in freezing to CS, but this did not affect extinction memory tested the next day. These results provide in vivo evidence for IL-dependent facilitation of extinction memory without post-synaptic modulation of freezing circuits.
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The infralimbic cortex (IL) has been implicated in the extinction of conditioned fear responses [1] [2] [3] . A mechanism of extinction memory has been proposed based on pioneering studies in rodents employing electrical stimulation 4, 5 and pharmacological inactivation 6, 7 of IL neurons, which facilitates or interferes with extinction memory formation. Given that electrical stimulation of the IL reduces freezing response to conditioned stimuli (CS) 5 and the fact that the amygdala is the neural substrate for freezing responses to CS 8, 9 , it has been thought that the post-synaptic impact of IL neurons on the amygdala is critical for extinction memory. Indeed, connectome studies have shown that efferents of IL neurons innervate inhibitory neurons in the amygdala 10 , explaining how electrical stimulation can reduce the freezing response to CS.
IL neurons are known to receive input from a subset of excitatory neurons in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) 11, 12 . Recent studies suggests that these excitatory BLA neurons are involved in fear extinction 13, 14 . Considering that electrical stimulation activates axon terminals at the stimulation site 15, 16 , afferent presynaptic input from the BLA to the IL could contribute to the extinction memory formation facilitated by electrical stimulation of the IL 17, 18 . A recent study showed that optogenetically induced long-term depression (LTD) of the BLA-IL synapse facilitates extinction memory to CS rather than inhibition, suggesting an inhibitory role of this synapse 19 ; thus, the role of presynaptic activity in the IL remains controversial. Here, we optogenetically stimulated input and output circuits separately under the same experimental conditions, then examined effects on freezing responses and retrieval of extinction memory in mice.
Results
To compare input and output circuits in the IL, we separately stimulated each circuit optogenetically, which enables stimulation of specific types of cells or projections 20 . This approach is premised on the idea that previous experiments using electrical stimulation might have stimulated both circuits simultaneously. To stimulate IL somata, we introduced an adeno-associated virus harboring a vector that expresses the light-gated cationic channel, channelrhodopsin (ChR2) under the control of the CamKII promoter (AAV-CamKII-ChR2) into the IL (Fig. 1a, IL ChR2 ). This promoter specifies the expression of ChR2 in pyramidal neurons, except for interneurons [21] [22] [23] [24] , and has been used to successfully induce action potentials in response to laser pulses delivered to the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 25 . For illumination of the ChR2-expressing neurons, the optic fiber was located in IL as illustrated in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. S1a . As a control, we used a viral vector expressing enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) under the control of the CamKII promoter (IL EYFP ). On day 1, mice were trained for acquisition of fear memory by coupling a CS (tone) with an unconditioned stimulus (electrical foot shock). On day 2, mice were repetitively exposed to CS coupled with laser stimulation (473 nm, 10 Hz, 20 ms), delivered to the IL by the optic fiber, in a different chamber. The next day, the level of extinction memory was tested in an extinction chamber by measuring the reduction in freezing responses to CS (Fig. 1b) . As shown in Fig. 1c , IL ChR2 mice showed a greater reduction in freezing responses to CS when coupled with photostimulation compared with control IL EYFP mice (ANOVA group effect: F 1,20 = 42.036, *P < 0.001; post hoc: P < 0.05 for all, except for trial 20 [P = 0.137]), as described in previous reports using an electrical stimulation paradigm 5 . Surprisingly, however, there was no significant difference in freezing responses between IL
ChR2 and IL EYFP mice tested the next day without laser stimulation ( Fig. 1c ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,20 = 0.584, P = 0.453). IL photostimulation could conceivably produce this effect by increasing overall locomotion, which can affect freezing, but a comparison of locomotor activity revealed no significant difference between IL ChR2 and IL EYFP mice ( Fig. 1d ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,16 = 0.0000621, P = 0.994). These data suggest that, although neuronal output from the IL reduces freezing responses, it does not affect retrieval of extinction memory.
Next, we tested the hypothesis that strengthening of extinction retrieval depends on a presynaptic mechanism, focusing on inputs from the BLA, since this region is known to be involved in fear extinction 13, 14 . To stimulate axonal projections from the BLA to the IL, we delivered a viral vector expressing ChR2 (BLA ChR2 ) or EYFP (BLA EYFP ) to the BLA ( 6 = 0.503, P = 0.633). During extinction training on day 2, we delivered photostimuli to the IL of BLA ChR2 mice to specifically stimulate BLA input to the IL (Fig. 2a) . BLA ChR2 mice showed no difference in freezing responses to CS compared with BLA EYFP mice in all trials during extinction training ( Fig. 2b ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,19 = 0.413, P = 0.528). Interestingly, however, when fear extinction was tested 24 h after extinction, BLA ChR2 mice showed significantly decreased freezing responses to CS compared with BLA EYFP mice ( Fig. 2b ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,19 = 5.948, *P = 0.025; post hoc tests: *P = 0.019 for trial 1, and P = 0.073 for trial 2). These results support the interpretation that BLA inputs to the IL are critical for the facilitation of extinction memory, which results in stronger retrieval of extinction on the next day. To test whether stimulation of BLA inputs to the IL actually facilitate extinction memory in a manner that depends on a new association of CS with a 'safe' signal, we applied optic stimulation of BLA-IL axonal projection to conditioned mice without tone presentation during day 2 ( Supplementary Fig. S1c and Fig. 2c ). We found that this CS-free photostimulation caused no differences in fear retrieval between BLA ChR2 and BLA EYFP groups ( Fig. 2c ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,12 = 0.0505, P = 0.826). Moreover, an analysis of moving distance during laser illumination showed that stimulation of afferent projections from the BLA to the IL had no effect on the locomotor activity of mice ( Fig. 2d ; ANOVA group effect: F 1,12 = 1.828, P = 0.201). These results strongly suggest that BLA-to-IL input facilitates extinction memory without affecting post-synaptic modulation of freezing circuits.
Discussion
Extinction memory is known to be independent of the mechanism that modulates fear memory itself 2 . However, studies have shown that IL neurons modulate extinction memory through their post-synaptic impacts on the amygdala involved in fear memory processing 1, 10 . Our study demonstrates that presynaptic input and postsynaptic output of IL neurons function in a dissociable way: photostimulation of presynaptic inputs from the BLA to the IL facilitates extinction memory (Fig. 2) , whereas somatic activation of IL neurons decreases freezing without affecting extinction memory (Fig. 1) . These findings strongly suggest that extinction memory can be formed in the IL without affecting post-synaptic modulation of freezing circuits. We confirmed that under our photostimulation conditions, mice showed no difference in locomotor activity compared with control mice in response to CS (Fig. 2b,d) or in an open field test (Fig. 1d) , excluding the possibility that the freezing response is affected by a photostimulation-induced change in locomotor behavior.
Our conclusion is consistent with previous reports that extinction of conditioned fear is accompanied by increased field potential responses in the BLA-IL pathway 26 , and that electrical stimulation facilitates extinction memory through enhancement of this projection 5 . In addition, a specific population of BLA neurons known to be activated during acquisition of extinction memory 13 sends projections to the IL, and optogenetic inhibition of BLA neurons projecting to IL during extinction has been shown to impair retrieval of extinction memory without affecting freezing during illumination 14 , findings that are consistent with our demonstration that stimulation induces facilitation of extinction memory without affecting freezing.
In contrast to previous reports and the conclusions reached here, a recent study reported that the induction of LTD in the BLA-IL synapse by high-frequency photostimulation of the ChR2 variant, ChETA, before extinction learning facilitates the formation of extinction memory, suggesting an inhibitory role of this input 19 . In these latter experiments, however, LTD pretreatment was given before extinction learning and decreased the CS-induced freezing response 19 before acquisition of extinction memory, suggesting any impact on the freezing circuit mechanism that reduces the fear response itself. However, in our gain-of-function experiment, photostimulation of the BLA-IL synapse was coupled to CS during extinction learning, and this facilitated extinction memory without affecting the freezing-circuit mechanism (Fig. 2b) . Thus, the discrepancy between our conclusions and this previous report may reflect differences in experimental conditions, including the timing of optogenetic treatment and the consequent impact on the freezing circuit.
We also demonstrated a post-synaptic impact of IL neurons on the freezing response to CS, even before or during extinction memory learning (Fig. 1c) , probably through the well-known projections from the IL to the intercalated nuclei (ICN) 10, 27 , clusters of GABAergic neurons that inhibit freezing outputs from the central amygdala 28, 29 . In a similar vein, high-frequency photostimulation of the BLA-IL synapse to induce LTD 30 could cause a reduction in freezing through potentiation of this IL-ICN connection, as seen in electrical stimulation of the IL. A previous study reported that the post-synaptic impact of IL neurons is only functional after extinction memory acquisition, as evidenced by the observation that photostimulation of IL neurons has no effect on CS-induced freezing before extinction learning 31 . This discrepancy may be caused by using different mouse strain which can affect fear behavior 32 , however, it remains unclear how the conditions of optogenetic stimulation of IL neurons used in this previous report could bypass the existing post-synaptic impact on the freezing circuit. Consistent with the anatomical connection of the IL to the freezing circuit as well as our hypothesis, previous studies have shown that activation of the IL through electrical 4, 33 , pharmacological 34, 35 , or optogenetic 36 approaches leads to a significant reduction in freezing responses to CS.
Our results clearly show that extinction memory formation in the IL can occur independent of the postsynaptic effects of the IL on freezing circuits (Fig. 1b) . A recent study, however, showed that bilateral photostimulation of ChR2-expressing IL neurons produces the same effect as unilateral electrical stimulation, reducing freezing during extinction memory training and strengthening retrieval of extinction 36 . Our findings suggest that this facilitation of extinction memory may result from activation of presynaptic areas of the IL through activation of callosal inputs from the contralateral IL 18 . Optogenetic stimulation of interhemispheric projections can induce excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) in mPFC pyramidal neurons projecting to subcortical regions 37 ; thus, simultaneous stimulation of these presynaptic inputs and postsynaptic IL neurons may potentiate the IL 38 and affect the formation of extinction memory. In addition, a stronger photostimulation (5 mW) was used in the former study than was used here (1 mW), a potentially important difference given that neural and behavioral responses can differ depending on the intensity of light stimulation 39, 40 . Accordingly, stronger photostimulation of IL neurons may induce changes in a broader range of target neurons associated with extinction memory.
The freezing circuit-independent facilitation of extinction memory in the IL may contribute to the fine modulation of extinction memory expression through the freezing circuit. Studies have shown that expression of extinction memory is modulated according to contextual information 3 encoded by the hippocampus 41, 42 . Given that IL neurons receive inputs from the hippocampus and the amygdala 18 , the integration of various streams of information in the IL would appear to be critical for the expression of extinction memory. Finally, this gating mechanism for extinction memory in the IL could be a relevant target for understanding and treating fear and anxiety disorders, such as post-traumatic stress disorder.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Adult male C57BL/6J mice (10-13 wk old) were used for all experiments. Food and water was available ad libitum under a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle (lights on, 06:00) throughout all experimental procedures. All animal care and experimental procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST).
Stereotaxic surgery. Mice were anesthetized with Avertin (2, 2, 2-tribromoethanol; Sigma, USA) and placed on a stereotaxic frame (Neurostar, Germany) for viral infection and implantation of fiber optic cannulae. Two AAV constructs were used for viral expression: AAV2/9-CamKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry-WPRE-hGH, purchased from University of Pennsylvania Vector Core (https://www.med.upenn.edu/gtp/vectorcore), was used for expression of hChR2 in excitatory pyramidal neurons 21, 22 ; and AAV2/5-CamKIIa-eYFP, from the University of North Carolina Vector Core (https://www.med.unc.edu/genetherapy/vectorcore), was used as a control. AAVs were delivered unilaterally to the IL (anteroposterior [AP], + 1.90 mm; mediolateral [ML], ± 0.30 mm; dorsoventral [DV], −2.40 mm) or BLA (AP, −1.30 mm; ML, ± 3.40 mm; DV, −4.10 mm) using a Nanofil syringe with a 33-gauge injection needle (World Precision Instruments, Inc., USA). A monofiber optic cannula (200 μm diameter, 2.5 mm length; Doric Lenses, Canada) was implanted into the IL by affixing it to the skull with Super-Bond (Sun Medical, Japan). After surgery, mice were singly housed to prevent damage of intracranial implants and were allowed 2 wk for recovery and viral expression before behavioral testing.
Histology. After completion of experiments, the brain was removed, fixed by placing in phosphate-buffered 4% formaldehyde solution for 1-2 d, cut into 60-μm-thick coronal sections using vibratome (Leica VT1200S, Germany), and mounted on slides. Virally mediated expression of fluorescent proteins and the location of optic fibers were confirmed by imaging sections with a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX41; Olympus, Japan), guided by the Franklin and Paxinos mouse brain atlas 43 . Animals showing off-target optic fiber location or absence of viral expression at the end of the optic fiber were excluded from the analysis.
Auditory fear conditioning. For auditory fear conditioning (day 1), mice were placed in a standard conditioning chamber (Coulbourn Instruments, USA). After a 3-min habituation, mice received six tones (3000 Hz, 80 dB, 30 s) at 2-min intervals that co-terminated with an electrical shock (0.5 mA, 1 s). On day 2, mice were positioned in an acrylic cylinder (diameter, 23 cm). After a 3-min acclimation period, mice received 20 tones at 40-s intervals to acquire fear extinction. Each tone was coupled with stimulation by blue laser (wavelength, 473 nm) illumination, delivered as 10-Hz, 20-ms pulses. Laser power (~1 mW for IL somata stimulation and ~4 mW for BLA projection stimulation) was measured at the tip of the fiberoptic cannula. For experiments employing stimulation without extinction training, optic stimulation was presented without tones. The next day, mice were placed in the same context as used for extinction training, and retrieval of extinction was tested. After 3 min, two tones were presented at 40-s intervals without optic stimulation. The behavior of mice throughout all procedures was recorded as a video file and analyzed for freezing behavior and locomotor activity using FreezeFrame 3 (Actimetrics, USA) and Ethovision XT (Noldus, Netherlands) software, respectively.
Open field with optic stimulation. Mice were positioned in the center of 42 × 42 cm acrylic box with white walls and floor. After 15-min acclimation period and a 5-min light-off session, mice received blue laser stimulation (473 nm wavelength, 10 Hz, 20 ms) for 5 min (light-on session). These light off/on sessions were repeated one more time. All mouse behavior was recorded as a video file and analyzed using Ethovision (Noldus, Netherlands).
Data availability. The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
